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Motivation
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Spin chirality of topological surface states 
Almost all topological insulators host TSS with clockwise spin chirality
`Positive’ spin-orbit coupling
HgTe, Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, SnTe

Orbital composition of bulk states determines spin chirality
s and pz orbitals

Anticlockwise spin chirality could be introduced by px, py or d orbitals
`Negative’ spin-orbit coupling
HgS

➟ Idea: investigate HgTexS1-x alloys 
Tuning the spin chirality with alloy concentration x

HgTe needs to be strained to become a strong TI

➟ Idea: apply strain to HgTexS1-x alloys 
Introduces unexpected topological phases: Dirac and Weyl semimetals

➟ Investigate strained HgTexS1-x alloys
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Theoretical aspects 
Ab initio and semi-empirical calculations
Topological invariants

Strained HgTexS1-x — a walk through its topological phase diagram 
Tuning the spin chirality of topological surface states
Topological Dirac and Weyl semimetals

Summary and outlook 
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Ab initio calculations 
VASP

- for geometry optimization
- slabs

KKR codes
- homemade and versatile
- relativistic multiple-scattering theory (Dirac equation)
- slabs, surfaces, interfaces, …
- disorder within coherent potential approximation (CPA)

Semi-empirical calculations 
- homemade tight-binding code
- parameters from ab initio calculations
- slabs, surfaces, interfaces, …
- disorder within coherent potential or virtual crystal approximation (VCA)
- topological invariants from Berry curvature

Model calculations 
- based on group and k⋅p theory
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This talk — results from semi-empirical calculations 

- spectral density
- bulk and semi-infinite systems
- decomposed with respect to spin
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Topological invariants 

Berry curvature

Z2 invariant
- requires time-reversal invariance
- distinguishes nontrivial insulators from weak or strong 3D TIs; e.g. STI

Chern number

Mirror Chern number
- requires mirror symmetry
- modulus tells number of TSSs
- sign tells spin chirality of the TSSs 

Theoretical aspects — topology
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Topological Dirac semimetal (DSM) 
3D bulk Dirac cones
Dirac points appear in pairs

not at TRIMs

Chern number for kz = 0 plane

and assuming tzo0, the transition from an insulator (Mo0) to a
3D Dirac SM (M40) can be achieved across the sign reversal of
M (or the band inversion). In particular, the 3D Dirac SM phase

possesses two DPs, which are symmetrically located with respect
to the centre of the rotation axis at kz ¼ "

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2M= tzj j

p
. The Dirac

SMs realized in Cd3As2 and Na3Bi belong to this class17,18.

Table 1 | Classification table for 3D topological Dirac semimetals.

Cn |P| (uA, m,uB, m) f(k±, kz) g(k±, kz) 2D topological invariant HDirac(q) Materials

C2 tz # # # # Not allowed
C2 t0 # # # # Not allowed
C3 tz eip; eip3

" #
bkþ gk# n2D¼ 1 Linear Dirac Na3Bi17

C3 t0 eip; eip3
" #

bkzkþ þ gk2
# Zkzk# þ xk2

þ n2D¼0 Linear Dirac

C4 tz ei3p4 ; eip4

$ %
Zkþ bkzk2

þ þ gkzk2
# nM¼±1 Linear Dirac Cd3As2

18

C4 t0 ei3p4 ; eip4

$ %
Zkzkþ bk2

þ þ gk2
# nM¼ 2sgn(|b|# |g|) Linear Dirac

C6 tz eip2; eip6
" #

bkþ gkzk2
þ nM¼±1 Linear Dirac

C6 t0 eip2; eip6
" #

bkzkþ gk2
þ nM¼±2 Linear Dirac

C6 tz ei5p6 ; eip2

$ %
bkþ gkzk2

# nM¼±1 Linear Dirac

C6 t0 ei5p6 ; eip2

$ %
bkzkþ gk2

# nM¼±2 Linear Dirac

C6 tz ei5p6 ; eip6

$ %
Zkzk2

þ bk3
þ þ gk3

# nM¼ 3sgn(|b|# |g|) Quadratic Dirac

C6 t0 ei5p6 ; eip6

$ %
Zk2
þ bkzk3

þ þ gkzk3
# nM¼±2 Quadratic Dirac

2D, two-dimensional; 3D, three-dimensional.
Classification table for 3D topological Dirac semimetals obtained by an accidental band crossing in systems having Cn rotational symmetry with respect to the z axis. Here Cn ¼
diag½uA;"; uB;" ; uA;# ¼ u&A;" ; uB;# ¼ u&B;" ' and b, g, Z, x are complex numbers. For compact presentation, uA,m and uB,m are arranged in a way that 0oarg(uB,m)oarg(uA,m)rp. n2D (nM) indicates the 2D Z2

invariant (mirror Chern number) defined on the kz¼0 plane (nM¼ n2D mod 2.). The 2( 2 Hamiltonian hmm (k)¼ f(k)tþ þ f*(k)t# þ a5(k)tz. In the case of hmk(k), hmk(k)¼ g(k)tx when P¼±tz while
hmk(k)¼ g(k)ty when P¼±t0. The leading order terms of f(k) and g(k) are shown in the table. HDirac(q) describes the effective Hamiltonian near the bulk Dirac point, which is either
HDirac(q)¼ uxqxG1þ uyqyG2þ uzqzG3 (Linear Dirac) or HDirac qð Þ ¼ uxðq2

x # q2
y ÞG1 þ 2uy qxqyG2 þ uzqzG3 (Quadratic Dirac), where G1,2,3 are mutually anticommuting 4(4 Gamma matrices and ux,y,z are real

constants. Here the momentum q is measured with respect to the bulk Dirac point.
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Figure 1 | Creation of a topological Dirac semimetal via accidental gap closings. (a) The phase transition induced by an accidental band crossing (ABC)
when a single control parameter m is varied in systems with the TRS and IS but lacking the rotation symmetry. The 3D Dirac fermion appears only at the
critical point m¼mc and the ABC mediates the transition between a normal insulator and a strong topological insulator (TI). When an additional uniaxial
rotational symmetry is included, two different phase diagrams can be obtained as shown in b and c. Here we choose the kz axis as the axis for the n-fold
rotation. (b) The Dirac SM persists irrespective of m. The Dirac point locates at a TRIM on the rotation axis. The Dirac SM in Table 2 corresponds to this
case. (c) A stable topological Dirac SM phase appears when mc1omomc2, which mediates the transition between a normal insulator and a weak
topological insulator (WTI) or a topological crystalline insulator (TCI). Here a pair of bulk Dirac points, each of which has fourfold degeneracy at the
gapless point, exist along the rotation axis and approach the Brillouin zone (BZ) boundary as m increases. The Dirac SM in Table 1 corresponds to this case.
At the quantum critical points (m¼mc1 or m¼mc2), the energy dispersion along the kz direction is quadratic while the dispersion along the kx and ky

directions is linear (linear Dirac SM) or quadratic (quadratic Dirac SM) or cubic (cubic Dirac SM).
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continuously, the Fermi arc states can appear even when EF¼ 0 if
the parameters of the model Hamiltonian are tuned properly.

The energy spectrum of the topological Dirac SM with nM¼ 2
on the kz¼ 0 plane also shows a similar variation as described in
Fig. 3b. As nM¼ 2, there are two 2D surface Dirac cones on the ky
axis. As EF increases, the surface Dirac cones evolve to Fermi arcs
when the surface and bulk states overlap. As the number of
surface Dirac cones is two, the number of surface Fermi arc is also
doubled as compared with the case shown in Fig. 3a. It is worth to
note that in both cases shown in Fig. 3a,b, the energy dispersion
near the bulk 3D DP is basically the same, that is, the bulk state
shows the linear dispersion relation in all three momentum
directions. This clearly shows that the number of Fermi arcs of
the topological Dirac SM is irrespective of the dispersion of the
bulk states.

It is worth to stress that the physical origin of the surface Fermi
arcs in the 3D Dirac SM is clearly distinct from that of the Weyl
SM which has twofold degeneracy at the gap-closing point. In the
Weyl SM, the Chern number carried by the bulk gapless point
(Weyl point) guarantees the emergence and stability of the Fermi
arc states31–33. As the Chern number of the Weyl point is purely
determined by the energy dispersion around the Weyl point, the
number of Fermi arcs in the system with a fixed number of Weyl
points strongly depends on the energy dispersion near the Weyl
point. In conventional Weyl SMs with the linear dispersion
around the Weyl point, the number of Fermi arcs on one surface
of the sample is equal to the number of Weyl point pairs in the
first BZ. On the other hand, in the case of Weyl SMs with double
(triple)-Weyl fermions whose dispersion is quadratic (cubic)
along the two momentum directions but linear in the third
direction, the number of Fermi arcs is double (triple) of the
number of the Weyl point pairs21,22. However, in contrast to the
case of the Weyl SM, the physical origin of the surface states of
the 3D Dirac SM is independent of the energy dispersion of the

3D bulk Dirac fermions. Because of the simultaneous presence of
the TRS and IS, the Chern number of each 3D DP is zero. Here
the number of the Fermi arcs on the surface of the sample is
solely determined by the 2D topological invariant on the kz¼ 0
(or kz¼p) plane irrespective of the energy dispersion around the
3D DP. Therefore, although the low-energy Hamiltonian near the
3D bulk DP is the same, the number of Fermi arcs can be
different depending on the 2D topological invariant of the system
as shown above.

Discussion
Up to now, we have considered the system with a uniaxial
rotation symmetry together with TRS and IS. As most crystals
have a larger symmetry with multiple rotation axes, it is
important to understand how our theory can be applied to these
systems. First of all, it is worth to note that the location of the two
DPs can be anywhere on the rotation axis in the case of the Dirac
SMs with P¼±t0,z in Table 1. Therefore, the primary rotation
axis should be the line connecting the two DPs in this case. Even
if there are multiple pairs of DPs in the BZ, we can easily specify
the primary rotation axis for each pair of DPs by using the fact
that the centre of the rotation axis locates at a TRIM and the
relative orientation of different rotation axes should satisfy the
crystalline symmetry. Once the primary rotation axis is specified,
we can apply our classification scheme to each pair of DPs. On
the other hand, in the case of the Dirac SM with P¼±tx in
Table 2, the role of the additional crystalline symmetry is more
significant because the DP locates at a TRIM where the system
generally has a higher crystalline symmetry. At this point, it is
useful to note that the threefold rotation symmetry prohibits a DP
at a TRIM according to Table 2. In fact, this imposes a strong
constraint to the allowed position of the DP, and we can rule out
the G point as a possible location of the DP because the space
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Figure 2 | Phase diagram. Generic phase diagram of the system with the time-reversal, inversion and rotation symmetries. It is obtained by numerically
solving the lattice Hamiltonians in equations (16) and (19), both of which lead to the same phase diagram. Here M indicates the on-site energy difference
between two orbitals and txy (tz) describes the hopping amplitude along the direction perpendicular (parallel) to the rotation axis. For each phase,
the location of the 3D bulk Dirac point in the first BZ, if it is present, is indicated by the red symbol having the shape of a Dirac cone. When the
two-dimensional (2D) plane with kz¼0 or kz¼p possesses a nontrivial 2D topological invariant, such as Z2 invariant (n2D) or the mirror Chern
number (nM), the corresponding plane is coloured in purple. If any of these 2D planes carries a non-zero 2D topological invariant, the surface of the
material, which is parallel to the axis of the rotation, supports 2D surface Dirac cones. In the figure, WTI and TCI indicate a weak topological insulator and a
topological crystalline insulator, respectively. A gap-closing happens at the G (Z) point on the black (red) dotted line, whereas a gap-closing occurs at the M
point on the yellow dotted line.
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Dirac cone

Strong topological insulator (STI) 
Band gap closes at phase transition
Dirac semimetal at phase transition
Band inversion
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Weyl semimetal (WSM) 
requires broken time-reversal symmetry or broken inversion symmetry (zincblende)

Weyl points
- appear in pairs
- carry topological charge
- are connected by Fermi arcs at the surface

Murakami, NJP 9 (2007) 356; 10 (2008) 029802
Okugawa and Murakami, PRB 89 (2014) 235315

Bulk Surface and bulk

Weyl point

RYO OKUGAWA AND SHUICHI MURAKAMI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 89, 235315 (2014)

which describe the conduction and the valence bands, respec-
tively. These two bands touch each other at the projections
of the two Weyl nodes W±: kx = ±√

m0, ky = 0. Around
these Weyl nodes the dispersion is linear. This projected bulk
band structure is shown in Fig. 1(a), forming two Dirac cones
around the Weyl nodes W±. The surface states are tangential
to these cones, as shown in Fig. 1(b). A similar surface-state
dispersion was proposed in Ref. [3] without calculations,
and our calculation on the effective model confirms this
dispersion of surface states. We also note that similar results
have been independently obtained in Ref. [17] for a toy
model. Our results are based on generic considerations (see
Appendix) from an effective model (9), and are applicable to
general WSM.

To see the relationship between the projection of the bulk
bands and the surface states, we show the Fermi surface
at a constant energy E. The bulk-band projection changes
its topology at E = ±γm0. When −γm0 < E < γm0, the
bulk-band projection forms two distinct pockets as shown in
Fig. 1(c), and the Fermi arcs are bridged between these two
pockets. When |E| > γm0, it forms one pocket with a dumb-
bell-like structure [Fig. 1(d)]. In either case, it is remarkable
that the Fermi arc merges to the bulk-band projection at the
two ends, and at both ends they are tangential to the bulk-band
projection.

We note that the obtained dispersions of surface and
bulk states are generic as long as the monopole and the
antimonopole are close to each other. It is because the
Hamiltonian is derived from generic considerations by ex-
panding the Hamiltonian in terms of the wave vector close
to the monopole-antimonopole pair creation point, with scale
transformation. Hence we expect that this dispersion holds for
general WSMs with a pair of Weyl nodes that are close to each
other.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Bulk and surface states of the model for
the WSM. The parameters are set as v = γ = m0 = 1. (a) shows the
bulk states, and (b) shows the surface Fermi arcs and the bulk states.
(c) and (d) The Fermi surface for the Fermi energy at (c) E = 0.5 and
at (d) E = 1.5.

IV. NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF SURFACE STATES
OF WEYL SEMIMETALS IN A LATTICE MODEL

A. Model

In this section, we numerically calculate surface states in
a WSM phase and compare the results to the discussions in
Sec. III. For this purpose, we begin with the Fu-Kane-Mele
(FKM) tight-binding model [18], which is known to show
various 3D TI phases. It does not show the WSM phase as it
is, because it does not break I symmetry. By adding a staggered
on-site potential to the model to break I symmetry, it does show
the WSM phase as shown in Ref. [16]. It was later used also
in Ref. [19] to calculate surface Fermi arcs in some parameter
range.

Hence we use the FKM model with a staggered on-site
potential added. Our model is a 3D tight-binding model on a
diamond lattice, described by the following Hamiltonian:

H =
!

⟨i,j⟩
tij c

†
i cj + i

8λso

a2

!

⟨⟨i,j⟩⟩
c
†
i s ·

"
d1

ij × d2
ij

#
cj

+ λv

!

i

ξic
†
i ci , (19)

where s are Pauli matrices and a is the lattice constant for the
cubic unit cell. The first term is the nearest-neighbor hopping
with hopping amplitude tij . The second term represents the
spin-orbit interaction for next-nearest-neighbor hopping with
a spin-orbit coupling parameter λso. d1

ij and d2
ij are the nearest-

neighbor vectors connecting second-neighbor sites i and j .
The third term represents the staggered on-site energy ±λv ,
where λv is a constant and ξi = ±1 depends on the sublattices,
i.e., ξ = +1 for the A sublattice and ξ = −1 for B sublattice
for the diamond lattice.

The model without the third term is the FKM model, and
is TR and I symmetric [18]. Provided the nearest-neighbor
hoppings tij are identical, the FKM model has gapless band
structure with the bulk gap closed at the three X points,
showing that it is a Dirac semimetal. There are four directions
of the nearest-neighbor bonds, and when the hopping integrals
for four nearest-neighbor bonds tα (α = 1,2,3,4) become
different, the model shows various phases of either strong
topological insulator (STI) or weak topological insulator
(WTI) phases. The hopping integrals along the bond in the
111, 11̄1̄, 1̄11̄, and 1̄1̄1 directions are denoted as t1, t2, t3, and
t4, respectively.

To realize the WSM phase with TR symmetry, the system
needs to be I-asymmetric. In Ref. [16], it is shown that with the
λv term breaking the I-symmetry, this model shows the WSM
phase. The Hamiltonian matrix is

H(k) =
$

λv1 +
%3

i=1 Fisi f 1

f ∗1 −λv1 −
%3

i=1 Fisi

&

, (20)

where

f = t1 + t2e
ik·a2 + t3e

ik·a3 + t4e
ik·a1 , (21)

Fx = −4λso sin
a

2
kx

'
cos

a

2
ky − cos

a

2
kz

(
, (22)

235315-4

Fermi arc

DPG Tagung 2015, Berlin

Tomáš Rauch
6

Weyl semimetals

- in systems with broken time-reversal or inversion symmetry
- bulk: Weyl points, emerge in pairs, carry topological charge (Chern number)
- surface: Fermi arcs

New J. Phys. 10, 029802 (2008)
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DPG Tagung 2015, Berlin

Tomáš Rauch
3

CdTe, HgTe and HgS

CdTe

normal insulator
trivial band ordering

positive SOC

HgTe

semimetal
band inversion

positive SOC

HgS

topological insulator
band inversion

negative SOC

trivial insulator
trivial band ordering

positive SOC

semimetal
band inversion
positive SOC

topological insulator
band inversion
negative SOC

Band inversion and spin-orbit coupling
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Hybridization of orbitals with j = 3/2
➟ SOC could change sign

Spin-orbit coupling 
Competition between p and d orbitals

Tomáš Rauch:

Topological properties of HgTe and HgS
4

SOC in p and d orbitals

at the Γ point:

→ competition between p and d orbitals

Tomáš Rauch:

Topological properties of HgTe and HgS
4

SOC in p and d orbitals

at the Γ point:

→ competition between p and d orbitals

d orbitals

p orbitals

negative SOC

positive SOC
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Zincblende lattice 
inversion symmetry broken

strain applied along [001]
does not conserve volume
elastic constants from experiment

β

α

Spin chirality tuning and topological semi-metals in strained HgTe
x

S1�x

— Supplementary Material —

Tomáš Rauch,1 Steven Achilles,1 Jürgen Henk,1 and Ingrid Mertig1, 2

1Institute of Physics, Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg, Halle (Saale), Germany⇤
2Max Planck Institute for Microstructure Physics, Halle (Saale), Germany

(Dated: February 25, 2015)

FIRST-PRINCIPLES ELECTRONIC
STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

For the ab initio determination of the bulk electronic
structures, we performed density-functional calculations
using a homemade screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker
(KKR) computer code. In the mu�n-tin approxima-
tion, the potential is approximated spherical within site-
centered spheres and constant otherwise. It turned out
that four spheres have to be used within the elementary
unit cell of HgTe and HgS: one for Hg, one for Te or S,
and two ‘empty’ spheres to account for the interstitial
region.

We have performed both scalar-relativistic and fully
relativistic calculations. In the former, which relies on
the Schrödinger equation, spin-orbit coupling is not taken
into account. For the latter, we solve the Dirac equation
which per se includes all relativistic e↵ects, in particular
spin-orbit coupling.

The self-consistent solution of the Kohn-Sham equa-
tion requires integration over energy and the Brillouin
zone. The integration over energy is performed in the
complex energy plane. The contour consists of a semi-
circle, a straight line parallel to the real axis, and Mat-
subara frequencies. Forty complex energy points between
the bottom of the valence bands and the Fermi level have
been used. The integration over the first Brillouin zone
is done on a 48⇥ 48⇥ 48 mesh.

The band structure is obtained by solving a non-linear
eigenvalue problem for 300 real energies, each associated
with 1280 wavevectors along the high symmetry lines.

TIGHT-BINDING CALCULATIONS

The main results of this work are achieved by means of
an ab-initio based tight binding (TB) model. First, the
band structures of HgTe and HgS with and without SOC
were calculated in the KKR method. Then, the Slater-
Koster (SK) parameters of a next-nearest neighbor TB
model were optimized using a Monte Carlo method, us-
ing the KKR bands as reference. To describe relativistic
e↵ects in the TB model, the spin-orbit coupling constant
� for the p orbitals is set to reproduce the �7–�8 band
gap of the KKR calculations. The results of this opti-
mization are shown in Figs. S1 and S2.
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FIG. S1. Bulk band structure of HgTe in the region of the
p bands. Black: density-functional calculations; red: tight-
binding calculations. Spin-orbit coupling is not included.
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FIG. S2. As Figure S1 but for HgS.

Strain

Strain has been applied in the [001] direction, described
by a parameter ↵. This ‘out-of plane’ strain is accom-
panied by in-plane strain �. The relation of ↵ and � is
given by the elastic constants C11 and C12 [1],

↵ = 1� 2(� � 1)
C12

C11
. (S1)

Experimental realization of strain — different substrates or piezo crystal
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HgS 
unstrained
strong TI
Z2 invariant (1; 0 0 0)
mirror Chern number +1

Bulk bands

Surface spectral density Spin-resolved surface spectral density

anti-clockwise
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HgTe0.2S0.8 
unstrained
close to phase transition
effective SOC ≅ 0
band gap closed

Surface spectral density Spin-resolved surface spectral density

Bulk bands

clockwise
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HgTe 
unstrained
semimetal

Bulk bands
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HgTe 
strained 3%
strong TI
Z2 invariant (1; 0 0 0)
mirror Chern number −1

Bulk bands

Surface spectral density Spin-resolved surface spectral density
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HgTe 
strained
Dirac semimetal

β = 1.00
unstrained

β = 0.99 β = 0.98 β = 0.97

Bulk bands

and assuming tzo0, the transition from an insulator (Mo0) to a
3D Dirac SM (M40) can be achieved across the sign reversal of
M (or the band inversion). In particular, the 3D Dirac SM phase

possesses two DPs, which are symmetrically located with respect
to the centre of the rotation axis at kz ¼ "

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2M= tzj j

p
. The Dirac

SMs realized in Cd3As2 and Na3Bi belong to this class17,18.

Table 1 | Classification table for 3D topological Dirac semimetals.

Cn |P| (uA, m,uB, m) f(k±, kz) g(k±, kz) 2D topological invariant HDirac(q) Materials

C2 tz # # # # Not allowed
C2 t0 # # # # Not allowed
C3 tz eip; eip3

" #
bkþ gk# n2D¼ 1 Linear Dirac Na3Bi17

C3 t0 eip; eip3
" #

bkzkþ þ gk2
# Zkzk# þ xk2

þ n2D¼0 Linear Dirac

C4 tz ei3p4 ; eip4

$ %
Zkþ bkzk2

þ þ gkzk2
# nM¼±1 Linear Dirac Cd3As2

18

C4 t0 ei3p4 ; eip4

$ %
Zkzkþ bk2

þ þ gk2
# nM¼ 2sgn(|b|# |g|) Linear Dirac

C6 tz eip2; eip6
" #

bkþ gkzk2
þ nM¼±1 Linear Dirac

C6 t0 eip2; eip6
" #

bkzkþ gk2
þ nM¼±2 Linear Dirac

C6 tz ei5p6 ; eip2

$ %
bkþ gkzk2

# nM¼±1 Linear Dirac

C6 t0 ei5p6 ; eip2

$ %
bkzkþ gk2

# nM¼±2 Linear Dirac

C6 tz ei5p6 ; eip6

$ %
Zkzk2

þ bk3
þ þ gk3

# nM¼ 3sgn(|b|# |g|) Quadratic Dirac

C6 t0 ei5p6 ; eip6

$ %
Zk2
þ bkzk3

þ þ gkzk3
# nM¼±2 Quadratic Dirac

2D, two-dimensional; 3D, three-dimensional.
Classification table for 3D topological Dirac semimetals obtained by an accidental band crossing in systems having Cn rotational symmetry with respect to the z axis. Here Cn ¼
diag½uA;"; uB;" ; uA;# ¼ u&A;" ; uB;# ¼ u&B;" ' and b, g, Z, x are complex numbers. For compact presentation, uA,m and uB,m are arranged in a way that 0oarg(uB,m)oarg(uA,m)rp. n2D (nM) indicates the 2D Z2

invariant (mirror Chern number) defined on the kz¼0 plane (nM¼ n2D mod 2.). The 2( 2 Hamiltonian hmm (k)¼ f(k)tþ þ f*(k)t# þ a5(k)tz. In the case of hmk(k), hmk(k)¼ g(k)tx when P¼±tz while
hmk(k)¼ g(k)ty when P¼±t0. The leading order terms of f(k) and g(k) are shown in the table. HDirac(q) describes the effective Hamiltonian near the bulk Dirac point, which is either
HDirac(q)¼ uxqxG1þ uyqyG2þ uzqzG3 (Linear Dirac) or HDirac qð Þ ¼ uxðq2

x # q2
y ÞG1 þ 2uy qxqyG2 þ uzqzG3 (Quadratic Dirac), where G1,2,3 are mutually anticommuting 4(4 Gamma matrices and ux,y,z are real

constants. Here the momentum q is measured with respect to the bulk Dirac point.

Normal
insulator

E

E E E E E

E E E

kz

kz kz kz kzkz

kz kz kz

ky

ky ky ky ky ky

ky ky ky

mc

mc1 mc2 m

–! –! –! –!!

–! –! –! –!! ! ! !

! ! !

Critical Strong TI

m m

Dirac SM

WTI/TCICriticalNormal
insulator Critical Topological

Dirac SM

a b

c

Figure 1 | Creation of a topological Dirac semimetal via accidental gap closings. (a) The phase transition induced by an accidental band crossing (ABC)
when a single control parameter m is varied in systems with the TRS and IS but lacking the rotation symmetry. The 3D Dirac fermion appears only at the
critical point m¼mc and the ABC mediates the transition between a normal insulator and a strong topological insulator (TI). When an additional uniaxial
rotational symmetry is included, two different phase diagrams can be obtained as shown in b and c. Here we choose the kz axis as the axis for the n-fold
rotation. (b) The Dirac SM persists irrespective of m. The Dirac point locates at a TRIM on the rotation axis. The Dirac SM in Table 2 corresponds to this
case. (c) A stable topological Dirac SM phase appears when mc1omomc2, which mediates the transition between a normal insulator and a weak
topological insulator (WTI) or a topological crystalline insulator (TCI). Here a pair of bulk Dirac points, each of which has fourfold degeneracy at the
gapless point, exist along the rotation axis and approach the Brillouin zone (BZ) boundary as m increases. The Dirac SM in Table 1 corresponds to this case.
At the quantum critical points (m¼mc1 or m¼mc2), the energy dispersion along the kz direction is quadratic while the dispersion along the kx and ky

directions is linear (linear Dirac SM) or quadratic (quadratic Dirac SM) or cubic (cubic Dirac SM).
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continuously, the Fermi arc states can appear even when EF¼ 0 if
the parameters of the model Hamiltonian are tuned properly.

The energy spectrum of the topological Dirac SM with nM¼ 2
on the kz¼ 0 plane also shows a similar variation as described in
Fig. 3b. As nM¼ 2, there are two 2D surface Dirac cones on the ky
axis. As EF increases, the surface Dirac cones evolve to Fermi arcs
when the surface and bulk states overlap. As the number of
surface Dirac cones is two, the number of surface Fermi arc is also
doubled as compared with the case shown in Fig. 3a. It is worth to
note that in both cases shown in Fig. 3a,b, the energy dispersion
near the bulk 3D DP is basically the same, that is, the bulk state
shows the linear dispersion relation in all three momentum
directions. This clearly shows that the number of Fermi arcs of
the topological Dirac SM is irrespective of the dispersion of the
bulk states.

It is worth to stress that the physical origin of the surface Fermi
arcs in the 3D Dirac SM is clearly distinct from that of the Weyl
SM which has twofold degeneracy at the gap-closing point. In the
Weyl SM, the Chern number carried by the bulk gapless point
(Weyl point) guarantees the emergence and stability of the Fermi
arc states31–33. As the Chern number of the Weyl point is purely
determined by the energy dispersion around the Weyl point, the
number of Fermi arcs in the system with a fixed number of Weyl
points strongly depends on the energy dispersion near the Weyl
point. In conventional Weyl SMs with the linear dispersion
around the Weyl point, the number of Fermi arcs on one surface
of the sample is equal to the number of Weyl point pairs in the
first BZ. On the other hand, in the case of Weyl SMs with double
(triple)-Weyl fermions whose dispersion is quadratic (cubic)
along the two momentum directions but linear in the third
direction, the number of Fermi arcs is double (triple) of the
number of the Weyl point pairs21,22. However, in contrast to the
case of the Weyl SM, the physical origin of the surface states of
the 3D Dirac SM is independent of the energy dispersion of the

3D bulk Dirac fermions. Because of the simultaneous presence of
the TRS and IS, the Chern number of each 3D DP is zero. Here
the number of the Fermi arcs on the surface of the sample is
solely determined by the 2D topological invariant on the kz¼ 0
(or kz¼p) plane irrespective of the energy dispersion around the
3D DP. Therefore, although the low-energy Hamiltonian near the
3D bulk DP is the same, the number of Fermi arcs can be
different depending on the 2D topological invariant of the system
as shown above.

Discussion
Up to now, we have considered the system with a uniaxial
rotation symmetry together with TRS and IS. As most crystals
have a larger symmetry with multiple rotation axes, it is
important to understand how our theory can be applied to these
systems. First of all, it is worth to note that the location of the two
DPs can be anywhere on the rotation axis in the case of the Dirac
SMs with P¼±t0,z in Table 1. Therefore, the primary rotation
axis should be the line connecting the two DPs in this case. Even
if there are multiple pairs of DPs in the BZ, we can easily specify
the primary rotation axis for each pair of DPs by using the fact
that the centre of the rotation axis locates at a TRIM and the
relative orientation of different rotation axes should satisfy the
crystalline symmetry. Once the primary rotation axis is specified,
we can apply our classification scheme to each pair of DPs. On
the other hand, in the case of the Dirac SM with P¼±tx in
Table 2, the role of the additional crystalline symmetry is more
significant because the DP locates at a TRIM where the system
generally has a higher crystalline symmetry. At this point, it is
useful to note that the threefold rotation symmetry prohibits a DP
at a TRIM according to Table 2. In fact, this imposes a strong
constraint to the allowed position of the DP, and we can rule out
the G point as a possible location of the DP because the space

Topological
Dirac SM

WTI/TCI

Normal
Dirac SM

1

Normal 
insulator

M

A
Z

Γ
M

A

Γ

Γ

A

M

Z

Γ

Z
A

txy / tz

M/tz

M

Z

1/2

Figure 2 | Phase diagram. Generic phase diagram of the system with the time-reversal, inversion and rotation symmetries. It is obtained by numerically
solving the lattice Hamiltonians in equations (16) and (19), both of which lead to the same phase diagram. Here M indicates the on-site energy difference
between two orbitals and txy (tz) describes the hopping amplitude along the direction perpendicular (parallel) to the rotation axis. For each phase,
the location of the 3D bulk Dirac point in the first BZ, if it is present, is indicated by the red symbol having the shape of a Dirac cone. When the
two-dimensional (2D) plane with kz¼0 or kz¼p possesses a nontrivial 2D topological invariant, such as Z2 invariant (n2D) or the mirror Chern
number (nM), the corresponding plane is coloured in purple. If any of these 2D planes carries a non-zero 2D topological invariant, the surface of the
material, which is parallel to the axis of the rotation, supports 2D surface Dirac cones. In the figure, WTI and TCI indicate a weak topological insulator and a
topological crystalline insulator, respectively. A gap-closing happens at the G (Z) point on the black (red) dotted line, whereas a gap-closing occurs at the M
point on the yellow dotted line.
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HgTe 
strained −3%
Dirac semimetal
Chern number = −1

Bulk bands

Surface spectral density Spin-resolved surface spectral density
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HgTe0.01S0.99 
strained +3%
Strong TI

Bulk bands

Weyl points
projected onto surface BZ

„Close to Fermi“ surface Spin-resolved „Fermi surface“

No Weyl points
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HgTe0.1S0.9 
strained +3%
Weyl semimetal

DPG Tagung 2015, Berlin

Tomáš Rauch
6

Weyl semimetals

- in systems with broken time-reversal or inversion symmetry
- bulk: Weyl points, emerge in pairs, carry topological charge (Chern number)
- surface: Fermi arcs

New J. Phys. 10, 029802 (2008)

Bulk bands

Fermi surface Fermi surface

Fermi arc
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HgTe0.2S0.8 
strained +3%
Weyl semimetal

Bulk bands

Fermi surface Spin-resolved Fermi surface
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HgTe0.3S0.7 
strained +3%
Strong TI

Bulk bands

Fermi surface Spin-resolved Fermi surface
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HgTexS1-x 
strained +3%
Weyl semimetal

Evolution of the Fermi arcs — x = 0.08 … 0.15

x ≅ 0.15
Effective SOC vanishes

DPG Tagung 2015, Berlin

Tomáš Rauch
6

Weyl semimetals

- in systems with broken time-reversal or inversion symmetry
- bulk: Weyl points, emerge in pairs, carry topological charge (Chern number)
- surface: Fermi arcs

New J. Phys. 10, 029802 (2008)
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HgTexS1-x 
strained +3%
Weyl semimetal

Evolution of the Fermi arcs — x = 0.16 … 0.24

x ≅ 0.16
Effective SOC vanishes
Dirac points with 
identical charge do not
annihilate
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Weyl semimetal phase 
HgTe0.11S0.89(001), 3 % strain

Fermi arcs
- connect projections of Weyl points with opposite charge 

onto the SBZ
- on opposite surface: closed loop via bulk states
- reminiscent of Dirac strings (connect magnetic monopoles)

Weyl point

topological charge
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bulk surface surface and bulk

Weyl point Weyl point

Weyl semimetal phase 
HgTe0.11S0.89(001), 3 % strain

Fermi arcs
- connect projections of Weyl points with opposite 

charge onto the SBZ
- on opposite surface: closed loop via bulk states

Fermi arc

Fermi arc
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Summary 
- Spin chirality tuning in HgTexS1-x upon alloying
- Well-established topological insulators (HgTe) can show a rich topological phase diagram

- Dirac and Weyl semimetal phases in HgTexS1-x upon strain
- Prospects for applications and effects (spin-dependent transport; e.g. spin Hall effect)

Wish — experimental verification 
• Spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
• Surface-sensitive transport measurements
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Dual topological character of chalcogenides: theory for Bi2Te3

Rauch, Flieger, Henk, Mertig, Ernst, PRL 112 (2014) 016802

Bi2Te3 — a Z2 topological insulator and a topological crystalline insulator

Time reversal symmetry (Z2) 

Mirror symmetry (TCI) 

Band gapmirror plane) is gapped, with an energy splitting of about
34 meV [(b) in Fig. 3].
For B⃗ within the mirror plane (here: normal to the

surface, i.e., along the z direction), Bi2Te3 becomes a
conventional insulator: a band gap opens in the entire
Brillouin zone [panels (d) and (h) in Fig. 3]. The gap width
is smallest at the “avoided Dirac point” at Γ̄, with a
magnitude of 9 meV.
For B⃗ along the y direction (i.e., within both the surface

plane and the mirror plane), a tiny gap shows up, with a
width of 0.3 meV [panel (c) in Fig. 3]. Hence, also in this
setup, Bi2Te3 is in principle a conventional insulator;
however, the gap width is much smaller than the thermal
energy of 25 meVat room temperature. Thus, this band gap
is not relevant in device applications. A closer analysis
reveals that this gap is due to spin-orbit coupling, while that
for B⃗∥z⃗ is attributed to exchange splitting.
These electronic structure calculations for the (111)

surface fully confirm the considerations based on the
topological invariants. We provide further qualitative sup-
port by a model Hamilton operator for a two-dimensional
electron gas [20] that has been extended to account for
magnetism.

Model calculations.—To investigate the effect of the
topological character on the Dirac state we derived a
k⃗ · p⃗ model Hamilton operator [21]; magnetism is mim-
icked by a Zeeman term (see Supplemental Material [14]).
This operator without the Zeeman term agrees within third
order of the wave vector components with that derived by
Fu [20].
The model Hamilton operator illustrates in the case of

zero magnetic field the different dispersions of the Dirac
state along the two different high symmetry lines Γ̄-M̄ and
Γ̄-K̄ in the surface Brillouin zone, cf., the warping in Figs. 1
and 2. The spin structure of the Dirac state, especially the
out-of-plane component, fits to experimental findings
[9,22]. If magnetism is taken into account, the Hamilton
operator is not invariant under time-reversal and one
expects a gap to open up at the Dirac point (Fig. 1).
However, for a magnetic field pointing perpendicular to a
mirror plane, there is no gap but the Dirac point is shifted
within the mirror plane. These findings are in line with
the tight-binding calculations and corroborate the dual
topological character of Bi2Te3.
Because the magnetism-induced band gaps are small, the

contours of the Dirac surface state in constant energy cuts

FIG. 3 (color online). Dispersion of the Dirac state at Bi2Te3ð111Þ for different magnetic configurations. Only a small part of the two-
dimensional Brillouin zone (indicated in Fig. 2) is displayed (top row: kx; bottom row: ky; the respective zeroes are indicated by vertical
dash-dotted lines). Without magnetic field [B⃗ ¼ 0, (a) and (e)], Bi2Te3 is in its dual topological phase (Dirac point at k⃗∥ ¼ 0). For an in-
plane magnetic field B⃗∥x⃗ [(b) and (f)] it stays in its topological crystalline phase; the inset in (f) zooms into the Dirac point shifted along
ky. For both B⃗∥y⃗ [(c) and (g)] and B⃗∥z⃗ [(d) and (h)] the topological phase is trivial: there is no Dirac point [cf. the zoom into the tiny band
gap in (c)]. The color scale, in states per eV, displays the spectral density of the topmost quintuple layer. In regions in which the Dirac
state hybridizes with bulk electronic states, the spectral density becomes blurred.
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External magnetic field breaks 

symmetries depending on its 
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Bulk band structures 

black — DFT
red — tight binding
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In-plane lattice constants (in Å)
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